
Walmart CEO 6-5-14 

Stabilize the world economy! The imbalance your company has created purging labor where cheapest 
and dumping that energy where it's already over-flowing is distorting everyone's sense of worth! 

4-21-14 

Too impatient for the intransigent wording of specific detailed inter-relationships in everything, I do 
have an inter-disciplinary grasp that has enabled an awareness of the unifying connection between ALL: 
This, a joyous awareness to say the least! As a consequence, however, when I intellectually ruminate on 
the tragedy of our climate conundrum for any duration beyond an instance of thought-leveraging on 
tribulations indirectly related, my sense of dread becomes unbearable.  

Rectifying the narrowing of our future, precipitated in the privatization of our Commons— from 
essential human requisites like air and water resources to the denigration of our nutritional needs by 
dismembering our food- chain—instigated and emboldened by the “profit-maximization” technique to 
innovate through capitalism (which can than only reinforce an educational system which will crystallize 
the innate intolerance of adolescent bigotry ergo creating an adulthood of medieval-style, or 
Machiavellian,  inter-personal relationships) has become a Sisyphus-like challenge for me personally, 
and for the whole of our human condition to succeed, publicly!  

Educating my fellow human-beings to the holistic interwoven connection between minutiae and 
magnificence has become the only recourse I have to alleviate this emotional burden, born as I witness 
Climate Change! Because humanity is such a significant component in our Earth-system, sustainability 
for both can only be achieved when self-willed individuals make private choices to abstain from needless 
wasting of already energized atomic constructions, in both our usable-energy reserves and that which is 
constrained in all preformed matter—at every decision-making juncture in our lives’. This really should 
be the exemplary objective for everyone, at all times, making a truly liberal education and its benefit of 
human awareness our top priority. Privatized, market-defined institutes are the ruinous stifling of that 
awareness. Rhetorically, cannot the ecology of our environment only be defended by an unbiased 
education; one that promotes boundless opportunity? 

Every alteration a civilized man makes to, on, or in, the already maximally-efficient system of Planet 
Earth, demeans—even incrementally—the quality of its efficiency for ALL! 

There is no discipline more humanly innate than personal ergo planetary maintenance! 

John S. Sonin, Juneau 

My body circulates with the fresh water freedom of OUR rivers’! 

 

4-30-14 to Scott at Dispatch 



We must have more naturalist, EMT's to sustain and maintain our Earth-system - as it now, already, is on 
life-support! 
Not patiently reviewing the specific detailed inter-relationships of everything, I do have an inter-
disciplinary grasp that has enabled an awareness of the unifying connection between ALL: This, a joyous 
awareness to say the least! As a consequence, however, when I intellectually ruminate on the tragedy of 
our climate conundrum for any duration beyond an instance of thought-leveraging for tribulations 
unrelated, my sense of dread becomes unbearable.  
Rectifying the narrowing of our future, precipitated in the privatization of our Commons— from 
essential human requisites like air and water resources to the denigration of our nutritional needs by 
dismembering our food-chain—instigated then buttressed by capitalism's “profit-maximization” 
technique to innovate (which can than only reinforce an educational system which crystallizes the 
innate intolerance of adolescent bigotry, creating an adulthood of medieval-style, or Machiavellian, 
inter-personal relationships) has become a Sisyphus-like challenge for me personally and the whole of 
our human condition under Western Culture! Hoping to educate my fellow human-beings to the holistic 
interwoven connection between minutiae and magnificence has become the only recourse I have to 
alleviate this emotional burden born as witness to Climate Change! Because humanity is such a 
significant component in our Earth-system, sustainability can only be achieved when individuals make 
private choices to abstain from needless wasting of already energized atomic constructions; in both 
supplies of our usable-energy reserves and of that which is constrained in all human-formed matter—at 
every decision-making juncture in our lives’! This really should be the exemplary objective for everyone, 
at all times, which makes a truly liberal education and its benefit of human awareness our top priority. 
Privatized, market-defined institutes are the ruinous stifling of our awareness. Rhetorically, cannot the 
ecology of our environment only be defended by an unbiased education; one with boundless 
opportunity constrained only by the laws of nature? 
Every adjustment/change the civil man makes to, on, or in, the already maximally-efficient system of 
Planet Earth, demeans—even incrementally—its quality for ALL! 
My body circulates with the fresh water freedom of OUR rivers! 
John S. Sonin, Juneau 


